Short-listing criteria

A. Candidates should have at least 70% marks (7.0 CGPA at 10 point scale) for GEN/OBC category or at least 65 % marks (6.5 CGPA at 10 point scale) for SC/ST/PwD category in post graduate level (M.Sc. or equivalent) in relevant disciplines are considered.

or

Candidates should have at least 70% marks (7.0 CGPA at 10 point scale) for GEN/OBC category or at least 65 % marks (6.5 CGPA at 10 point scale) for SC/ST/PwD category in B. Tech. (or equivalent) in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Communications Engineering or equivalent are considered.

B. Candidates who have applied in the discipline SBS (Statistics and Machine Learning) are only considered.

C. Candidates fulfilling above criteria A & B and having valid GATE score in the relevant area are shortlisted.

* Candidates need to produce the original certificate of valid GATE scorecard at the time of interview, failing which they would NOT be allowed to appear for the interview.

Candidates who satisfy all the above criteria and are planning to attend the interview should confirm their attendance through an email to sbs-admissions@iitmandi.ac.in. The subject line of the confirmation email should be “Confirmation MS by Research Statistics and Machine Learning”. Candidates should mention their application ID/application no. in the confirmation email for reference.
Updated List of shortlisted candidates for interview

The following candidates have been shortlisted for MS by research program in the School of Basic Sciences (Statistics and Machine Learning), IIT Mandi. The candidates are requested to appear for the written and/or interview on **25-06-2018 (Tuesday)** at **A5- conference room, IIT Mandi** (Kamand Campus), at **9.00 AM**. The candidates will be allowed for written test and/or interview after verifying their original documents by the SBS Office. Candidates who fail to submit documents in support of their credentials at the time of interview will be disqualified.

1. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/185 SHUBHAM GUPTA
2. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/1941 SHUBHAM VYAS
3. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3493 KAPIL SINGH ASTHANA
4. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3522 HARSH KATAKWAR
5. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3525 ANUJ KUMAR
6. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3528 NIVEDITTA
7. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3535 RAHUL NONIYA
8. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3576 ASHISH KUMAR
9. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3578 SHUBHAM GUPTA
10. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3598 SAYAK MAITY
11. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3646 KANASE ROHAN SUDHIR
12. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3688 HARSHIT AGGARWAL
13. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3732 RAHUL SINGH
15. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3794 ABHISHEK ACHARYA
16. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3805 AAKASH KUMAR
17. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3881 AMIT TEWARI
18. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3961 VIPIP TIWARI
19. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3962 SRAVYA VARDHANI SHIVAPUJA
20. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3968 ANUPAM KUMAR
22. IIT-MANDI/2019-20/ODD/PG/SBS/3985 AJAY

**NOTE**

- All short-listed candidates will receive a separate communication with more details. If you do not receive any communication than please contact at sbsoffice@iitmandi.ac.in.
- If you are qualifying as per the short-listing criteria given above and your name is not in the list than please contact immediately at sbsoffice@iitmandi.ac.in
- If required interview will go on 26-06-19 (Wednesday) also.